Students in the JMU
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
receiving
National Awards

2019  Erin Krist ('20)    Goldwater Scholar
2018  Annie Lin ('19 Bio) (research in Chemistry Dept)  Goldwater Honorable Mention
2017  R. Hunter Wilson ('18)   Goldwater Scholar
2017  Coleman Swaim ('18)  Goldwater Honorable Mention
2017  David Boyle ('17)    NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Honorable Mention
2014  Joshua Temple ('15)    Amgen Scholar - UCSD
2013  Matthew Dent ('14)    Amgen Scholar - UCSD
2012  Karen Corbett ('13)   Goldwater Scholar
2012  Alisa Leavesly ('13)  Goldwater Honorable Mention
2008  Jeremy Harris ('09)   Goldwater Honorable Mention
2007  Katherine Kross ('08 Bio) (research in Chemistry Dept)  Goldwater Scholar
2006  Katherine Kross ('08)  Goldwater Honorable Mention
1992  Valory Trumpy ('93)   Goldwater Scholar